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Heesen Enters
the Explorer
Yacht Market
with X-Venture
Dutch shipyard Heesen is officially moving into the explorer market, as
it unveils its new concept, the 57-metre X-Venture. Revealed during the
Monaco Yacht Show, the new steel explorer yacht designed by Londonbased studio Winch Design will offer a large volume of approximately
1,400 GT. Designed with long-range travel in mind, X-Venture will
offer plenty of storage space for multiple tenders and toys, as well as a
helicopter. In order to learn more about X-Venture and her design, we
spoke with Mark Cavendish, Director of Sales and Marketing at Heesen
and James Russell, Senior Project Manager at Winch Design.
Why has Heesen decided to move into the explorer segment of the
superyacht market at this moment in time?
MC: Actually, explorer yachts are not completely new to Heesen – in
2001 we delivered Alumercia, the first yacht to be fitted with a Schottel
Azimuth twin prop system. She also carried a Jeep! However, in the
recent months, we have certainly registered a growing interest in this
particular niche.
What was the brief for X-Venture? What was Winch Design’s main
source of inspiration when designing her?
JR: The main source of inspiration for X-Venture is viewing/being in
nature; this is at the heart of the yacht and was always in mind when
developing the project. Everything revolves around being immersed in
different environments and seeing them from different parts of the boat,
especially looking forward, to the sides and to the sky.

92m Superyacht
Equanimity Headed
For Judicial Sale

Mark, you mentioned that she will be less of a ‘rugged Land Rover
and more a luxury Range Rover’ - how does Heesen aim to combine
luxury and functionality in this new design?
MC: First and foremost we have joined forces with Winch Design,
one of the most prominent design studios in our industry. Moreover
Heesen is renowned for combining uncompromised luxury with high
speed, which is a very difficult marriage to achieve successfully. We will
apply the same principles to the marriage of luxury and functionality,
researching durable materials with a luxurious feel for the interior,
as well as design features that combine style and functionality. A nononsense approach and Dutch ingenuity will also be key to a successful
marriage. Notable features on board the X-Venture will include a
three-deck crystal elevator, a winter garden just aft of the helideck,
a swimming pool and a Jacuzzi, and convertible guest cabins for
maximum flexibility in the accommodation.

The 91.5-metre superyacht Equanimity is headed for a judicial
sales process, as the High Court of Malaya have appointed
Burgess as central agents to assist with the auction of the
2014-built Oceanco vessel.

The judicial sales process will adhere to strict guidelines, but essentially it will begin with the submission of sealed bids by
qualified potential buyers which will be opened by the Sheriff of the High Court of Malaya in November/December 2018. “In
accordance with admiralty law, the judicial sale will provide the buyer with an internationally recognised ownership title free
of mortgage, attachment and all encumbrances,” explained Burgess.
Delivered to her original owners in 2014, Equanimity is one of the largest yachts to be completed by the Dutch yard.
She is the first superyacht designed and built to be fully Passenger Yacht Code (PYC) compliant. Her clean, modern profile
is the work of Oceanco’s in-house design department in Monaco, while London-based design firm Winch Design created
her oriental-inspired interior. Powered by twin MTU 20V 4000 M73L engines, Equanimity is able to reach a top speed in
excess of 20 knots.

What makes X-Venture unique to the other explorer yachts currently
on the market?
JR: The X-Venture project will have a distinct silhouette, which is
something synonymous with a Range Rover. She will be rugged, but
refined, with some key signature lines. One of the features of a Range
Rover is its commanding presence felt on the road, and X-Venture will
have an equally powerful presence on the water. X-Venture will have a
very unique layout for a relatively ‘small’ boat, she will have an enormous
interior volume with an impressive tender capacity. X-Venture will not
compromise on the ‘go anywhere’ capabilities of an explorer and will
combine all of the features associated with a traditional yacht.

Indian Empress finds
new owner following
€35 million sale

When can we expect to see X-Venture out on the open sea?
MC: We are currently in the development phase of the project. We
do not plan to build the X-Venture on spec, at least for the moment.
However, given our proven track record we do expect the design to
attract a lot of interest and we are confident that it will not be too
long before we are able to confirm the first order.
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What impact do you think this new vessel will have on the Heesen
brand and Winch Design?
MC: X-Venture will be the perfect complement to our current range.
Today Heesen clients can choose between fast aluminium semidisplacement yachts with a contemporary look, traditional long-range
displacement blue-water yachts with timeless exterior lines, and the
highly efficient and versatile Fast Displacement Hull Form designs.
The X-Venture will have a very distinct look coupled with unique
characteristics which mean it will fit perfectly into the Heesen fleet.
JR: It is the first project like this that Heesen has developed. We feel it
is a great time to be developing an explorer for Heesen, as it seems like
the market has grown over the last few years. X-Venture will be a great
‘stepping stone’ for yacht owners who perhaps want more of a rugged
yacht, but with all of the comforts of a traditional yacht.

BURGESS

The 95-metre superyacht Indian Empress has finally found a new
owner, after the previous winner of the Maltese court-ordered auction
failed to pay their €43.5 million bid in time.
Judge Mark Chetcuti gave the Maltese court approval for the private
sale of Indian Empress to a new buyer, Sea Beauty Yachting Limited
after Credityacht Ltd failed to pay their bid following her auction earlier
this summer. The offer came just days before the second auction for the
Oceanco-built superyacht was due to take place.
Barclays, the mortgagee, appealed to the Maltese Court for approval
of the private sale of the yacht. “This is good news for the several
creditors of the yacht and her defaulting owners because currently,
outstanding debt is in the region of some €26 million,” says Ann Fenech,
Managing Partner at Fence & Fenech Advocates. “Maltese law is known
for affording a great level of protection to mortgagees.”
The former bidder has been ordered to pay the difference in price.
The dispute over Indian Empress first began when her alleged former
owner, ex-politician and co-owner of Formula One Force India team,
Vijay Vittal Mallya allegedly abandoned the superyacht in September
2017 over unpaid maritime bills. He is said to owe more than 40 crew
members over $1 million in unpaid wages.
Indian Empress was impounded in Malta in March this year
on behalf of 13 creditors who are reportedly owed approximately
€2 million.

The 70m Sybaris sold
The 70-metre sailing yacht Sybaris has been sold. Built by Italian yard Perini Navi in 2016, Sybaris was listed for sale by Bruce Brakenhoff Jr
from Perini Navi USA. Jamie Edmiston from Edmiston & Company introduced the buyer in the deal.
Delivered to her original owner, Bill Duker, in 2016, Sybaris is one of the largest sailing yachts in the global fleet - currently coming in at
number nine. Perini Navi designed the superyacht’s exterior, with Philippe Briand consulting on her naval architecture. Duker hired PH Design
to create her modern interior, after the studio designed the interiors for his penthouse in Miami Beach.
Able to accommodate up to 12 guests in six staterooms, Sybaris features a master suite and five double cabins all with en-suite facilities
and entertainment centres. She can be handled by a crew of 11 and is able to reach a top speed of 17.5 knots when powered by her twin
1,930hp MTU diesel engines. Her maximum cruising speed of 12.5 knots gives the ABS class superyacht a range of 4,000 nautical miles.
At the time of sale, Sybaris was listed with an asking price of €88 million.
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